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ABB Crane Systems, a leading company in supplying the crane 
business with crane control, wanted to give the users even better 
support. Training in real cranes has always been a hard task and 
expensive as well. Therefore ABB started developing a STS Crane 
Simulator in late 2003, as a complementing product to the existing 
palette to help customers with training and education and to 
present a product that showed ‘the real crane’ in an accurate manor.

The product
Together with Oryx, a world leading company in real time 
physics, the Port of Göteborg and Swedish Academy of Harbour 
Logistics, ABB started the development. One and a half year 
later ABB showed a prototype at TOC 2005 Europe in Antwerp 
and later that same year the product were released at TOC 2005 
Americas in Savannah. The interest for such a product was huge, 
and ABB raised the bar. Further developing was needed though; 
the crane business demands a well thought out product, which 
can help them operate safely and efficiently.

New ideas
The ABB Crane Driver Training Package is different, compared to 
other existing simulators on the market. It is built on a pedagogic 
platform where all exercises and scenarios are well thought and 
planed. They follow a defined path from the beginning towards 
the end. The more experienced the driver becomes, the more 
difficult the scenarios gets. At the end most ‘real situations’ have 
been explored and trained in. After simulation training only 
amount of short practice time in a real crane is needed, less then 
60 per cent compared to before using simulators. The driver will 
also reach acceptable production speed much faster.

Training
An operational simulator is used in training new crane drivers on 
existing cranes of course. It can also be used in training drivers, 
skilled as well as new ones on cranes not yet delivered. It helps 
the port with the assessment process which always has been a 
difficult task. In an hour or two, you will see if the drivers ‘have 
the talent.’ Simulators help port reduce their training costs, due to 
energy costs, maintenance and spare parts needed on a real crane. 
Training gets faster, and the driver feels more secure in knowing 
that errors and wrong behaviour can’t damage ‘the crane.’ The 
learning path with simulator training is much faster than ‘on 
crane’ training. With simulator training most of the learning 
targets can be achieved, and then by complementing this with 
real crane training, the final goal is reached. No more production 
bottle-necks will occur. The simulator is always available while the 
real crane is often needed for production during a training period.

Studies have shown that simulator trained personnel have fewer 
accidents and cause less damages. This of course increases quality, 
production as well as profit.

Environmental responsibility
Another important aspect to consider is ‘going green.’ Energy 
costs today are high, and our environment is suffering great 
damage. So if you teach drivers from the beginning to operate 

The latest generation of ABB Crane 
System simulators
ABB Automation Technologies AB, Crane Systems, Västerås, Sweden

Two simulator options are available; you can either chose a hydraulic version 
with back projection, or an electronic version with flat screens.

The container version also allows for the complete training facilities to be 
shipped and set up wherever you operate. Just plug in the prefab power  
cables and train. 
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more smoothly and accurately, you will automatically be taking 
responsibility for the environment. Additionally, the energy costs 
for a simulator is considerably lower then that of a real crane.

The technique
The ABB Crane Driver Training Package includes the latest and 
most advanced techniques, together with real time physics. All 
values are based on reality regarding to energy, traction, speed 
torque etc. (constructing a virtual reality). The hard- and software 
is customised with respect to individuals customers’ environment 
and specific crane types, so the simulator one uses will be identical 
to the actual crane used. Its behaviour is realistic in movements, 
visualisation and sound. This behaviour is so accurate that

ABB uses the simulator for technical development and 
improvement of ABB crane equipment. 

Two different options are available and the simulator can be 
containerised as well.

One has a choice of different moving platforms and different 
visualisation, depending on ones taste. You can either chose a 
hydraulic version with back projection, or an electronic version 
with flat screens; you will have something helping you raise your 
training targets.

The pedagogic
The ABB Crane Driver Training Package is more than just a 
simulator. It is a full pedagogic programme with fixed scenarios, 
features, curriculum for both driver and instructor and Crane 
Maintenance Station (CMS) application with all its benefits.

The ABB Crane Driver Training Package is not a computer 
game, where the driver is searching his way through an unknown 
world, or testing his capacity and intelligence against a target. 
Instead, training follows a well defined learning path where the 
driver step by step, is moving forward in to the complexity of 
today’s crane operation.

By learning by doing after a well thought learning/scenario 
plan, which is supervised by an experienced instructor, the drivers 
train their minds and behaviour into safe and optimum operation.

The scenarios include the most common situation in port 
operations, but start on a very basic level. Hoisting, controlling 
sway and safety checks are some of the basic exercises.

Discharging and loading of containers with different types of 
vessels during bad weather conditions are some of the more difficult 
ones. There are 34 scenarios on A-level (base training), seven on B-
level (skill training) and of course an examination scenario.

Together with the instructor the Crane Driver Training 
Package will make drivers ready for ‘the outside world.’ Important 
for all learning is the pedagogical support in forms of course 
documentation. The Crane Driver Training Package includes both 
driver and instructor manuals containing illustrative colour pictures 
and text with easily comprehensible information and targets for 
each training scenario. The Instructor Manual is more specified, and 
also contains educational- and training tips and advice.

Track records are vital for the success of every training- 
and education course, both for driver and instructor. This to 
understand progress in learning, setting targets and follows up. 
Values like total driving time, collisions, dangerous driving and 
moves/hour are examples of what could be detected. It is also 
easy to show the path running and compare it to the ideal one.

If a customer uses automated cranes, it’s possible to have the 
crane automation included in the application. This makes it easier to 
evaluate the difference between ‘common driving’ and automation. 
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) works easily due to sorting 
drivers, checking results/abilities and scenarios completed etc.

Testimonials
Both the Port of Göteborg and Port of Helsingborg in Sweden have 
used the ABB Crane Driver Training Package with success. Peter 
Svanberg, Personnel Director, Port of Göteborg and Chairman of 
the Steering Committee, Swedish Academy of Harbour Logistics 
says “We have used the ABB Crane Driver Training Package since 
September 2005, and we are impressed over the results achieved.”

Future plans
As a complement to the STS simulation, an RTG application 
is for the moment under development in conjunction with 
Northport, Malaysia.

State of the art
The ABB Crane Driver Training Package 3.0, the latest version is 
state of the art.

Below are some of the features of this version:

•  All computers are mounted in two cubicles including CMS and 
are easily maintained.

•  The instructor workspace is equipped with needed screens etc.

•  All scenarios are approved by experienced instructors.

•  The cabin has electrical motion cabin for realistic movements, 
creating a minimum of noise and vibrations.

•  Five 63’’ flat screens mounted in cabin ‘as windows’ for best 
visualisation and realisation.

•  Surround sound creates a reality feeling beyond expectations.

This version will soon be delivered to Northport, Malaysia.

The hard- and software is customised with respect to individuals customers’ 
environment and specific crane types. Training follows a well defined learning 
path where the driver step by step, is moving forward in to the complexity of 
today’s crane operation.

ABB Crane Systems’ main mission is the efficient and optimised handling of 

containers, bulk materials and steel products in ports, power plants and steel mills. 

The productivity and quality of the installations are improved in a cost-effective 

way by applying total solutions based on knowledge of the customer’s processes.

ABB Automation Technologies AB – Crane Systems

SE- 72159 Västerås, Sweden

Tel: +46 21 34 00 00   Fax: +46 21 34 02 90

Website: www.abb.com/cranes
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